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Thread: The more products I try from here, the more I find
the &quot;reviews&quot; to be fake!
Robbie - April 12, 2015, 2:22 am

That's exactly right. The title of this thread says it all.
Now look, I'm a fairly open minded guy. I'd try anything until it works. But "reviews" on here are
hyped up and jacked up to the max! I'm just simply speaking my mind. If I get banned or get a
warning for this thread.. Then so be it. At least, I gave my honest opinion on it.
After I made my purchase of L2K V2 from visiting this forum, I have also purchase most of the
"heavy hitters" Mones that every guy on here is ranting and raving about. I tried these products on
and gave it sometime to try them out. Much to my surprise, none of these products worked as they
claimed. As a matter of fact, most of them simply suck!
Most scented products have cheap bathroom colonge smell that fades away after 30mins. Honest.
Girls would have better chance of smelling my feet after I take my shoes off than the "range" that
these products claim to have.
Department store ladies flirted with me more to make a sale on designer colonge than the loose girl
I was spitting game out at the bar. Yes, I was using "heavy hitter" Mone at the time of my gaming
session.
The only "deer in the headlight" was some chubby kid staring at me while I was eating my frozen
yogurt.
List goes on and on.. No joke. Yes, L2k does work to some degree at certain time with particular
type of people. But you have to use compatible cover scent to be somewhat effective.
As far as guys who are doing the reviews on here and elsewhere goes, I have to ask you guys to
be REALISTIC and HONEST.
I'm going to target AS3 and Phertest because somehow every Mones seem to work for them in
outrageous fashion without a doubt. I simply do not believe their claims nor do I believe some of the
lesser name reviewers with outrageous claims on here. They are good storytellers and freelance
writers. Shills.
Money has been wasted to some degree on my part. I don't care however. I will continue to
purchase more "heavy hitters" Mones every cool guy is trying on. Just for the testing out sake.
In the mean time, I'm also going back to my roots and purchase the product that has worked for me
and my buds. This product doesn't even get the credit on here as it deserves. Surprising, isn't it?!
pupils011 - April 12, 2015, 2:49 am

(04-11-2015 9:22 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;That's exactly right. The title of this thread says it all.

Now look, I'm a fairly open minded guy. I'd try anything until it works. But "reviews" on here are
hyped up and jacked up to the max! I'm just simply speaking my mind. If I get banned or get a
warning for this thread.. Then so be it. At least, I gave my honest opinion on it.
After I made my purchase of L2K V2 from visiting this forum, I have also purchase most of the
"heavy hitters" Mones that every guy on here is ranting and raving about. I tried these products on
and gave it sometime to try them out. Much to my surprise, none of these products worked as they
claimed. As a matter of fact, most of them simply suck!
Most scented products have cheap bathroom colonge smell that fades away after 30mins. Honest.
Girls would have better chance of smelling my feet after I take my shoes off than the "range" that
these products claim to have.
Department store ladies flirted with me more to make a sale on designer colonge than the loose girl
I was spitting game out at the bar. Yes, I was using "heavy hitter" Mone at the time of my gaming
session.
The only "deer in the headlight" was some chubby kid staring at me while I was eating my frozen
yogurt.
List goes on and on.. No joke. Yes, L2k does work to some degree at certain time with particular
type of people. But you have to use compatible cover scent to be somewhat effective.
As far as guys who are doing the reviews on here and elsewhere goes, I have to ask you guys to
be REALISTIC and HONEST.
I'm going to target AS3 and Phertest because somehow every Mones seem to work for them in
outrageous fashion without a doubt. I simply do not believe their claims nor do I believe some of the
lesser name reviewers with outrageous claims on here. They are good storytellers and freelance
writers. Shills.
Money has been wasted to some degree on my part. I don't care however. I will continue to
purchase more "heavy hitters" Mones every cool guy is trying on. Just for the testing out sake.
In the mean time, I'm also going back to my roots and purchase the product that has worked for me
and my buds. This product doesn't even get the credit on here as it deserves. Surprising, isn't it?!
Which product works for you? And pheromones don't work for EVERYONE maybe you are in that
small percent of people that don't get results. Im not going to lie to you I know for a fact that heavy
one products work for me like Aqua vitae for example. I get noticeable looks from women and they
are blatant enough to know that they are from the mones. But i haven't gotten anything outrageous
like a girl throwing herself at me.
mark-in-dallas - April 12, 2015, 2:54 am

Okay, you're not going to get banned or warned for saying how you feel, but you ARE going to listen
to what somebody that's been using pheromones far longer and is far older than you has to say!
!. Just because you are not getting the same effects as some members here does NOT make them
liars, in fact I would say that if you are not getting the same results as many members here do it
either means you have weak game, no game, or unrealistic expectations.
2. I am positive that some of the effects reported here are due to placebo effect and expectations,
because in my experience and that of several other experienced pheromone users that I've spoken

with, some of the so called "heaviest hitters" are beta bullshit products that may get you attention,
but ain't ever going to get you sexual attraction or laid!
3. I could care less whether you believe what any member on this forum has to say or not but
intentionally targeting and making accusations about ANY member here, without substantiating the
allegations will NOT be tolerated. Furthermore, calling AS3 a shill when he has no affiliation with
any company and nothing to gain from any product he talks about is baseless and without merritt.
I am curious as to what product worked for you that gets little credit here, because if it happens to
be the product I think it might be it is the exact same as one of the products you call a "heavy hitter"
here, with a different name and sold by a different company.
Blacky Chan - April 12, 2015, 8:20 am

Aren't you the same guy that said you were going to apply mones then just sit and let the women
come to you?
Pheroman - April 12, 2015, 10:13 am

Thats your opinion and your entitled to it.
But how about naming products that you used, how and where?
You have only posted about L2k on this forum, what other products do you use?
How bout some reviews?
phertest - April 12, 2015, 11:01 am

Okay, I haven't been here for a while but I was pretty surprised to find that you mentioned me as
some kinda bullshitter. I have used a lot of products and I wouldn't have bothered buying so many if
I was a shill or if this was some placebo trash. I've literally spent thousands of dollars on them and
I'm just letting my thoughts on them be known... surely you can't honestly believe we're all made up
characters to promote products that don't actually work.
I don't have much patience for this kind of garbage, but if you would, please share your experiences
with whatever products you used, in what situations and dosages.
You're probably someone from Androtics Direct coming down here to save some face cause the
company sucks ass now
dsouza - April 12, 2015, 11:07 am

(04-11-2015 9:22 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;Department store ladies flirted with me more to make a
sale on designer colonge than the loose girl I was spitting game out at the bar. Yes, I was using
"heavy hitter" Mone at the time of my gaming session. It's expected that sales chicks may just flirt for
the sale. Its the price you pay. Part of it is environment..
(04-11-2015 9:22 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;List goes on and on.. No joke. Yes, L2k does work to
some degree at certain time with particular type of people. But you have to use compatible cover
scent to be somewhat effective.
Obviously cover scent will be necessary with majority of mone products. Why is this such an issue?
Hundreds of l2k posts detail the user using a cover scent.. L&S seems to be a favorite.
(04-11-2015 9:22 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;As far as guys who are doing the reviews on here and
elsewhere goes, I have to ask you guys to be REALISTIC and HONEST.
Do you not read the posts on this forum.. I'd say 50% of them talk about positive experiences and
50% talk about negative experiences. What makes you think people aren't honest here? You
haven't read enough...

(04-11-2015 9:22 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;Money has been wasted to some degree on my part. I
don't care however. I will continue to purchase more "heavy hitters" Mones every cool guy is trying
on. Just for the testing out sake.
In the mean time, I'm also going back to my roots and purchase the product that has worked for me
and my buds. This product doesn't even get the credit on here as it deserves. Surprising, isn't it?!
Why don't you tell us this magic product that is working for you instead of keeping it a secret? The
bottom line is what you get out of pheromones is related to how much you put into them. Work on
your game, and have realistic expectations.

P.S. I could be wrong but I think Blacky Chan is right.. You are the l2k v2 guy that sits in a corner
waiting for things to unfold?
dsouza
Alpha360 - April 12, 2015, 11:49 am

(04-11-2015 9:22 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;In the mean time, I'm also going back to my roots and
purchase the product that has worked for me and my buds. This product doesn't even get the credit
on here as it deserves. Surprising, isn't it?!
What are those product that we don't know ?
Can you at least name the products that you have tested so you at least appear like a solid tester
pupils011 - April 12, 2015, 1:59 pm

(04-12-2015 6:01 AM)phertest Wrote: &nbsp;Okay, I haven't been here for a while but I was pretty
surprised to find that you mentioned me as some kinda bullshitter. I have used a lot of products and
I wouldn't have bothered buying so many if I was a shill or if this was some placebo trash. I've
literally spent thousands of dollars on them and I'm just letting my thoughts on them be known...
surely you can't honestly believe we're all made up characters to promote products that don't
actually work.
I don't have much patience for this kind of garbage, but if you would, please share your experiences
with whatever products you used, in what situations and dosages.
You're probably someone from Androtics Direct coming down here to save some face cause the
company sucks ass now
Actually, it is your website that convinced me to buy pheromones at first. If I thought your reviews
were bullshit I wouldn't have came here. I think I read almost every single review on your website.
The main thing is all you reviews had INTERACTIONS with women not just sitting in a corner and
waiting for them to come to you.
theLaw - April 12, 2015, 3:19 pm

(04-11-2015 9:22 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;That's exactly right. The title of this thread says it all.
Now look, I'm a fairly open minded guy. I'd try anything until it works. But "reviews" on here are
hyped up and jacked up to the max! I'm just simply speaking my mind. If I get banned or get a
warning for this thread.. Then so be it. At least, I gave my honest opinion on it.
After I made my purchase of L2K V2 from visiting this forum, I have also purchase most of the
"heavy hitters" Mones that every guy on here is ranting and raving about. I tried these products on
and gave it sometime to try them out. Much to my surprise, none of these products worked as they
claimed. As a matter of fact, most of them simply suck!

Most scented products have cheap bathroom colonge smell that fades away after 30mins. Honest.
Girls would have better chance of smelling my feet after I take my shoes off than the "range" that
these products claim to have.
Department store ladies flirted with me more to make a sale on designer colonge than the loose girl
I was spitting game out at the bar. Yes, I was using "heavy hitter" Mone at the time of my gaming
session.
The only "deer in the headlight" was some chubby kid staring at me while I was eating my frozen
yogurt.
List goes on and on.. No joke. Yes, L2k does work to some degree at certain time with particular
type of people. But you have to use compatible cover scent to be somewhat effective.
As far as guys who are doing the reviews on here and elsewhere goes, I have to ask you guys to
be REALISTIC and HONEST.
I'm going to target AS3 and Phertest because somehow every Mones seem to work for them in
outrageous fashion without a doubt. I simply do not believe their claims nor do I believe some of the
lesser name reviewers with outrageous claims on here. They are good storytellers and freelance
writers. Shills.
Money has been wasted to some degree on my part. I don't care however. I will continue to
purchase more "heavy hitters" Mones every cool guy is trying on. Just for the testing out sake.
In the mean time, I'm also going back to my roots and purchase the product that has worked for me
and my buds. This product doesn't even get the credit on here as it deserves. Surprising, isn't it?!
Hey Robbie,
Ironically, your post above seems to be biased against LIIK, while going out of your way not to
name other "heavy hitter" products. So, technically, this would be a textbook example of one of the
biased reviews that you are writing about.
You claim to have used several products, but won't name them (except LIIK of course), and don't
give examples of any actual testing-just anecdotal hyperbolic anomalies (DITH from a kid-really?-if
you truly believed these products didn't work, you wouldn't have mentioned this as it was clearly an
anomaly).
Alright, you want to actual test these products, and see if they really work?
Here you go : Challenge
1) Go out and approach 100 girls in bars/nightclubs/parties etc and have a specific goal (numbers,
make-out, close, etc) with cologne only - no mones*Keep in mind that if you can't get a number, lay,
make-out etc solo, then you need to work on your game a bit before moving on to #2, as you may
have a Red Flag behavior that is scaring off women
2) Now do another 100 approaches with an mone product, and see if there is a difference (test 1, 2,
3 + sprays drops etc)
3) Post your review here (after all 100 are finished-not before)

I'm willing to bet that you will not do this, as you are happy to criticism other member's reviews, but
won't put in the actual work yourself. ***Note that the above tests would take less than a week to
complete***

Your move, Robbie!
Blacky Chan - April 12, 2015, 3:23 pm

Maybe it's HankyPanky troll account.
NewPHero504 - April 12, 2015, 4:17 pm

I have awesome experience with products, but I did 90% of the work. I'm not saying that you have
no game or you don't know how to communicate with women, but you still have to put in work. For
example, work on looks, hit the gym, dress better, work on style, work on delivery, work on
communicating, all those things. That's when the blatant hits comes when the mones wearer is
forgetting he's wearing the mones and not expecting much from them. Mones are 10%, you can't
blame anybody for you spending money on all kind of products nobody told you to buy. I been using
mones for 3 years since I was 20, and I used the same three products. Realistically people who
have a shitload of mones are testers, but you only need three products in your arsenal anything
more than that, you are a collector or tester or just like spending money. If you can't flirt, or even
semi attract women without Pheromones, then pheromones is not the answer. I don't need
pheromones but I know what they can do when I put in work, I hang around other confident, good
looking, tall, alpha man that are good with women, so I learned from them, but my secret to get the
edge over them is using a little mones. And you probably would think I'm being fake if I told you the
hits I had with mones, but guess what, it wasn't the hits from just the mones, it was the 90% of me
and 10% of mones that get those reactions myself and some pherotuth members get that you think
are hyped! I hope you get better results though!
metaltree - April 12, 2015, 4:38 pm

I don't think the reviews are fake. I think there are a lot of factors besides pheromones that
contribute to social interaction and and getting laid. Also everyone has their own base pheromone
signature and personality that steer the product you try.
Anyone who purchases a product and expects to get the exact same results as a particular
reviewer is retarded.
neon - April 12, 2015, 6:02 pm

(04-12-2015 11:38 AM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;I don't think the reviews are fake. I think there are a
lot of factors besides pheromones that contribute to social interaction and and getting laid. Also
everyone has their own base pheromone signature and personality that steer the product you try.
Anyone who purchases a product and expects to get the exact same results as a particular
reviewer is retarded.
I have to agree with this as well. If person A is experiencing great results with one product and
person B is not getting the same results, it's not necessarily person A hyping up the product, it's
more likely that person A's personality and other factors about them that makes them who they are
that makes their experiences with that product so much better compared to that of person B. It's not
that person B can't get some product to work for them, it's that they're not like person A.
So you can't really purchase some product based on great reviews that are perceived as fake or
hyped up and then expect the same results. You may think one person is making stuff up or
exaggerating and then when you try the product and automatically jump to the conclusion that it was

all BS. Yes, you can be realistic about what the product does for you and what you want to get from
it but you shouldn't necessarily dismiss it as junk per se if you're not getting the same results as
someone else. Also, if the situations that you are using a particular product for does not match the
same situations someone else was using that product for (like using some highly sexual mone and
expecting to get certain reactions and results in unlikely places) then you shouldn't chalk it up to it
being a useless product and that someone else is a god with it while you just think it's useless.
I believe pheromones work when its used for its purpose. Expecting one product or any other
product to do extraordinary things for you when you are using them in the wrong places or at the
wrong time or around the wrong people are not going to result in what you think the product should
do for you. That doesn't mean that they don't work. Some reviews may appear to be fabricated or
maybe there is more to that review that we don't know about because they aren't revealing
everything that took place when the hit occurred. What happened leading up to the hit and anything
else is all up to chance really since you're not going to be in the same mindset or in the same
situation or environment. If they had a great reaction with one product then you try it on and don't
get the same reaction, it shouldn't be based on the product 100% of the time. Just my take on this.
Faust - April 12, 2015, 6:56 pm

It is obvious that you are frustrated and hurting man. I think a lot of guys on here can relate,
probably most the ones you are trying to call out. If you pay attention though you will notice that
many of the guys who this stuff is working for are into a ton of different things, and are working really
hard in many different ways to improve themselves. They have spent a ton of time seeking tools,
and had the courage to push themselves through the painful process of self transformation.
Because of this they have a lot to offer, and what you are reading about is the world's response.
Like others have pointed out you said in a previous post, and I quote: "I want the females to OPEN
me with minimal work on my part." and "To simply put it, I just want to stand there, say Hi and smile
at my potential targets to give a subtle hint that I'm approachable and let them approach me. The
rest is up to L2K V2."
Just the fact that you don't even want to give anything to people, you just want them to give to you
is really creepy man. Step back off the ledge, focus on observing yourself, and healing yourself. You
may see the world in a totally different frame, and may realize that what you have been so frustrated
with is not what you even really want for yourself.
I think I have been using pheromones since before this site existed, and I can tell you what they
taught me more then anything was to observe myself.
Once the novelty of the little bit of extra attention you get wears off with these things they are a total
waste of money if you have no desire to take yourself to the next level and actually become the
person they are projecting you to be. (Actually I think you can get to a point where you don't need
them at all, but that's a whole other discussion.) It's not the outlandish stories on here that get me, I
believe those because I have some myself. It's all the missed opportunities I read about on here that
make me slap myself in the face. So many guys on here report situations that could have been
turned into the most fantastic story that no one would believe. That's what makes them great. But
there are excuses, or they don't want it, a lot of over analyzing, over thinking. Don't even think about
the pheromones when you are wearing them. The next day after that threesome happens you have
always dreamed of you can reflect if you want on how you got there. "Oh yeah, I was wearing L2k,
and I said this, and she said that, and I did this - " or whatever. At a certain point it almost doesn't
matter what you are wearing, you're just a bad ass guy.
Do the work and have the courage to look within. Life may get more interesting if you do.

RTBoss - April 12, 2015, 8:04 pm

I, for one, don't feel any need to play this cat's game. I could care less if he hasn't had any luck with
pheromones with the kind of attitude he comes at this forum with. This is my first and last post on
the issue. Dude wants advice on product, or to discuss products like a real man - fine. This crap
he's spoutin', like we have the burden of proof to change his mind? Phaw. Whatever, he can move
on. He's trying to start debate and drama, and he's gettin' it. I don't want any more part of it.
theLaw - April 12, 2015, 8:10 pm

BTW - Anyone who ever says that Mystery Method or Neil Strauss shit doesn't
work..........................................he just used it on all of us.................so, yeah-it works just fine!
greengrenade - April 12, 2015, 8:34 pm

Eh......
Look at this thread going rage over Robbie's disbelief in mones.
He can give up on mones for all I care, while we, believers, can continue to have fun!!

Cheers
Robbie - April 12, 2015, 9:02 pm

(04-12-2015 6:01 AM)phertest Wrote: &nbsp;Okay, I haven't been here for a while but I was pretty
surprised to find that you mentioned me as some kinda bullshitter. I have used a lot of products and
I wouldn't have bothered buying so many if I was a shill or if this was some placebo trash. I've
literally spent thousands of dollars on them and I'm just letting my thoughts on them be known...
surely you can't honestly believe we're all made up characters to promote products that don't
actually work.
I don't have much patience for this kind of garbage, but if you would, please share your experiences
with whatever products you used, in what situations and dosages.
You're probably someone from Androtics Direct coming down here to save some face cause the
company sucks ass now
You sure did show up real fast for someone "who hasn't been here in a while". Perhaps, another
great li(n)e of storytelling.
Blacky Chan - April 12, 2015, 9:34 pm

Tell us about those heavy hire a that worked for you?
Robbie - April 12, 2015, 9:42 pm

With that being said.... Here it goes...
I hear all of you guys or just one guy who is posting to hype up these less than mediocre products.
1) I am in no way affiliation of any company or products by any means. I'm not mentioning what
products I've tried from here; with the exception of only one product. This is because I already had a
review thread in place on this forum in regards to this product. Not biased or in favor of this product.
Read my review thread. I also have not mentioned what product had worked for me in the past.
2) I have been using Mones for over 10 years. I believe this qualify me as an "experienced" Mone
user, very much similar to all the cool characters on here.

3) I'm certainly not a dumb 20 something who is excessively using or showering themselves with
Mones. I'm a successful guy in my early 30s with accomplished goals and humanly personality. I
know the way of this world. I have learned and done good and bad in my 20s to transformed myself
into a person that I am today.
4) Explain to me and yourself on what is the "GAME" (good game. bad game and in-between
game). I can certainly tell you that I will not go out and approach 100 different girls like a desperate
loser creep. If you find yourself doing that, have a decency to think better of yourself and realize how
pathetic you may look to others and yourself.
5) My game includes... Saying Hi and making eye contact to make myself open and approachable.
If we strike up a conversation then it's great. If we didn't.. OH, well. It has worked in the past before
and it also has not worked. Atleast, I have a self-satisfaction of knowing I didn't desperately seek out
attention from a female only to get rejected. I'm sure most of the cool guys are familiar with the
scenario, am I correct?
6) My "Game" opener and closer: Initial opening introduction followed by a few sentences of this
and that talk. Then I will flat out tell them I'm romantically interested in them and I want to go out and
hang out with them exclusively. It's a YES or a NO answer from them. That's all I need and care
about. no texting game. No serenading or Marinating. I'm a heavy hitter, I don't strike out nor do I
refuse to walk by going after a female.
7) Why, you ask?? Because I'm a valued male. If a woman see me as such that's great. If she
doesn't, it's her loss. I will certainly not be putting them up on the pedestal to praise their beauty or
degrade myself by going after them relentlessly. Afterall, their Sh*t stinks too. Maybe even worse.
8) I act right, I look good, I dress well, and I smell nice. And I'm accomplished male who keeps
striving for more. Maybe I should go PEACOCKING to be more effective in my "game". What do you
aspiring to be cool PUA guys think of that?
9) As for the Mones, I never said they did not work. Most of the products being hyped up on here
are pure garbage. Some of them only work to a certain degree. Nothing like outrageous claims of
"blatantly", "deer in the headlight" or going on "several girl rotation".
10) If Mones as a catnip for women then why are they not seeking me out? Or any of my friends
that I gave to try out???
In conclusion, these are my 10 statements of Fact. Feel free to answer away or not. It would not
make any difference to me anyway.
theLaw - April 12, 2015, 9:49 pm

(04-12-2015 4:42 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;With that being said.... Here it goes...
I hear all of you guys or just one guy who is posting to hype up these less than mediocre products.
1) I am in no way affiliation of any company or products by any means. I'm not mentioning what
products I've tried from here; with the exception of only one product. This is because I already had a
review thread in place on this forum in regards to this product. Not biased or in favor of this product.
Read my review thread. I also have not mentioned what product had worked for me in the past.
2) I have been using Mones for over 10 years. I believe this qualify me as an "experienced" Mone
user, very much similar to all the cool characters on here.

3) I'm certainly not a dumb 20 something who is excessively using or showering themselves with
Mones. I'm a successful guy in my early 30s with accomplished goals and humanly personality. I
know the way of this world. I have learned and done good and bad in my 20s to transformed myself
into a person that I am today.
4) Explain to me and yourself on what is the "GAME" (good game. bad game and in-between
game). I can certainly tell you that I will not go out and approach 100 different girls like a desperate
loser creep. If you find yourself doing that, have a decency to think better of yourself and realize how
pathetic you may look to others and yourself.
5) My game includes... Saying Hi and making eye contact to make myself open and approachable.
If we strike up a conversation then it's great. If we didn't.. OH, well. It has worked in the past before
and it also has not worked. Atleast, I have a self-satisfaction of knowing I didn't desperately seek out
attention from a female only to get rejected. I'm sure most of the cool guys are familiar with the
scenario, am I correct?
6) My "Game" opener and closer: Initial opening introduction followed by a few sentences of this
and that talk. Then I will flat out tell them I'm romantically interested in them and I want to go out and
hang out with them exclusively. It's a YES or a NO answer from them. That's all I need and care
about. no texting game. No serenading or Marinating. I'm a heavy hitter, I don't strike out nor do I
refuse to walk by going after a female.
7) Why, you ask?? Because I'm a valued male. If a woman see me as such that's great. If she
doesn't, it's her loss. I will certainly not be putting them up on the pedestal to praise their beauty or
degrade myself by going after them relentlessly. Afterall, their Sh*t stinks too. Maybe even worse.
8) I act right, I look good, I dress well, and I smell nice. And I'm accomplished male who keeps
striving for more. Maybe I should go PEACOCKING to be more effective in my "game". What do you
aspiring to be cool PUA guys think of that?
9) As for the Mones, I never said they did not work. Most of the products being hyped up on here
are pure garbage. Some of them only work to a certain degree. Nothing like outrageous claims of
"blatantly", "deer in the headlight" or going on "several girl rotation".
10) If Mones as a catnip for women then why are they not seeking me out? Or any of my friends
that I gave to try out???
In conclusion, these are my 10 statements of Fact. Feel free to answer away or not. It would not
make any difference to me anyway.
So, to recap, just go with the flow and put in zero effort. Because effort = desperation.
The Recipe of Champions..........no idea why women aren't chasing after you.........must all be
lesbians.
I agree with RTBoss, this will be my last response to this attempt to gain attention................no more
time for feeding the troll.
latorrin82 - April 12, 2015, 10:16 pm

Okay, I get what you're saying. When I first started on here, I also thought a couple of users were
into tall tales, so when I started my journal, I made a point to only ever be truthful in it. I am a very
social person, decent looking, and went into mones believing they may work, but I was going to test
them for myself. Here are facts, that I KNOW.

1. L2K v.1 got two roommates fighting over me, one that wanted to jump my bones in their apt, and
I didn't want to bang because she was trashed beyond belief. The other roommate I made out with
for an hr, grabbed her boobs, and she said "if I go to your house I will fuck you, so I can't"
2. Using AM, I have gotten laid five times, gotten looks tons of times, and I know it works. But I got
up and was social.
3. Plenty of other mones I could tell worked. Some, like AV I didn't care for, but I witnessed it hit
hard once for me, so I know the reviews weren't bs.
4. And lastly, your emotional state is amplified by mones. I figured that out myself. I don't wear them
unless I can get in a blissful, carefree state, because it's worthless if I put them on sad, angry, etc.
you seem angry towards women in the way you talk about them, the take it or leave it approach, the
time limit or I bounce, etc. I'd say fucking relax and talk to people, in a good mood, and see the
difference.
If you get to the state where you don't care if they work, or whether you get laid that night, they
work. Strange but true.
This post was all honestly, and sorry you're frustrated.
Blacky Chan - April 12, 2015, 10:34 pm

From your initial post to this one, you sound angry at the world. You don't sound like an
experienced mone user, you sound like a frustrated guy looking for the magic bullet. What heavy
hitters have you used in the past besides l2k?
kimosabe - April 12, 2015, 10:35 pm

Why bother? Its very obvious that I HaZ BeAn Robbed isn't interested to listen to anyone but his
own voice, as evidenced very early on in the other thread(emphasis mine):
(01-24-2015 12:48 AM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;Kimosabe,
Please read my first post carefully. This quote below will tell you just exactly what my intentions are
with ONS.
...
Not sure what you're referring by Banters, Kinos and PULL; nor am I interested in finding it out.
With that said (hehe see what I did there? ), someone who is "a successful guy in his early 30s
with accomplished goals and humanly personality" and who "knows the way of this world" and who
has "learned and done good and bad in his 20s to" allegedly "transform himself" wouldn't rave the
way that I HaZ BeAn Robbed has done on here, both in this thread and the other.
Neither would someone of that description make blanket sweeping statements calling everyone on
this forum, particularly AS3 and Phertest, outright liars. That's something a pimply pubescent
15-year old would do.
Moreover, I HaZ BeAn Robbed also openly admits that he doesn't have the slightest idea of what
GAME is, as evidenced by these "statements of fact"(emphasis mine):
(04-12-2015 4:42 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;...
4) Explain to me and yourself on what is the "GAME" (good game. bad game and in-between
game). I can certainly tell you that I will not go out and approach 100 different girls like a desperate
loser creep. If you find yourself doing that, have a decency to think better of yourself and realize how
pathetic you may look to others and yourself.

5) My game includes... Saying Hi and making eye contact to make myself open and approachable.
If we strike up a conversation then it's great. If we didn't.. OH, well. It has worked in the past before
and it also has not worked. Atleast, I have a self-satisfaction of knowing I didn't desperately seek out
attention from a female only to get rejected. I'm sure most of the cool guys are familiar with the
scenario, am I correct?
6) My "Game" opener and closer: Initial opening introduction followed by a few sentences of this
and that talk. Then I will flat out tell them I'm romantically interested in them and I want to go out and
hang out with them exclusively. It's a YES or a NO answer from them. That's all I need and care
about. no texting game. No serenading or Marinating. I'm a heavy hitter, I don't strike out nor do I
refuse to walk by going after a female.
...these are my .. statements of Fact...
Can anyone say CREEPZILLA CREEPAZOID?
Then, he further reinforces the FACT that he's basically shot himself in his own foot due to lack of
social finesse by these statements(emphasis mine):
(04-12-2015 4:42 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;...
7) Why, you ask?? Because I'm a valued male. If a woman see me as such that's great. If she
doesn't, it's her loss. I will certainly not be putting them up on the pedestal to praise their beauty or
degrade myself by going after them relentlessly. Afterall, their Sh*t stinks too. Maybe even worse.
8) I act right, I look good, I dress well, and I smell nice. And I'm accomplished male who keeps
striving for more. Maybe I should go PEACOCKING to be more effective in my "game". What do you
aspiring to be cool PUA guys think of that?
...these are my .. statements of Fact...
And he proceeds to drive the nail into his own coffin with the statement:
(04-12-2015 4:42 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;...
9) As for the Mones, I never said they did not work.
Actually, yes you did sunshine. Look at the title of this thread. Also look at the FACT that you
outright called AS3 and Phertest liars.
(04-12-2015 4:42 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;Most of the products being hyped up on here are pure
garbage.
See what I mean? You just LOVE working that hammer and nail, donchya? Bangitty bang bang...
(04-12-2015 4:42 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;Some of them only work to a certain degree. Nothing
like outrageous claims of "blatantly", "deer in the headlight" or going on "several girl rotation".
...
And yet you've failed to discuss mones that HAVE worked for you during your tenure as a
more-than 10-year veteran in the field.
(04-12-2015 4:42 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;10) If Mones as a catnip for women then why are they
not seeking me out? Or any of my friends that I gave to try out???
...these are my .. statements of Fact...
Because you CREEPED the living daylights outta the women you met, CREEPZILLA
CREEPAZOID.
Social finesse pWnZ0rZ you!

We have a saying in this part of the world... an alternative expansion of an acronym, if you will. And
it fits you perfectly: NATO - No Action, Talk Only.
And there's another, from your part of the world, that works equally well: NASA - Never A Straight
Answer.
Khan Solo - April 12, 2015, 10:46 pm

This thread is a waste of time. It's full of BS and acrimony since beginning. Not even worth reading
until kimosabe answer. Too much effort for his part to reply.
kenjhow - April 12, 2015, 10:49 pm

(04-11-2015 9:22 PM)Robbie Wrote: &nbsp;That's exactly right. The title of this thread says it all.
Now look, I'm a fairly open minded guy. I'd try anything until it works. But "reviews" on here are
hyped up and jacked up to the max! I'm just simply speaking my mind. If I get banned or get a
warning for this thread.. Then so be it. At least, I gave my honest opinion on it.
After I made my purchase of L2K V2 from visiting this forum, I have also purchase most of the
"heavy hitters" Mones that every guy on here is ranting and raving about. I tried these products on
and gave it sometime to try them out. Much to my surprise, none of these products worked as they
claimed. As a matter of fact, most of them simply suck!
Most scented products have cheap bathroom colonge smell that fades away after 30mins. Honest.
Girls would have better chance of smelling my feet after I take my shoes off than the "range" that
these products claim to have.
Department store ladies flirted with me more to make a sale on designer colonge than the loose girl
I was spitting game out at the bar. Yes, I was using "heavy hitter" Mone at the time of my gaming
session.
The only "deer in the headlight" was some chubby kid staring at me while I was eating my frozen
yogurt.
List goes on and on.. No joke. Yes, L2k does work to some degree at certain time with particular
type of people. But you have to use compatible cover scent to be somewhat effective.
As far as guys who are doing the reviews on here and elsewhere goes, I have to ask you guys to
be REALISTIC and HONEST.
I'm going to target AS3 and Phertest because somehow every Mones seem to work for them in
outrageous fashion without a doubt. I simply do not believe their claims nor do I believe some of the
lesser name reviewers with outrageous claims on here. They are good storytellers and freelance
writers. Shills.
Money has been wasted to some degree on my part. I don't care however. I will continue to
purchase more "heavy hitters" Mones every cool guy is trying on. Just for the testing out sake.
In the mean time, I'm also going back to my roots and purchase the product that has worked for me
and my buds. This product doesn't even get the credit on here as it deserves. Surprising, isn't it?!
Hey I give you props for stating your honest opinion. nothing wrong with that imo. maybe you od

everytime with heavy hitters... heavy hitters dont seem to work that well for me either but social
products do for sure. maybe you just need to find whats best for you.
mark-in-dallas - April 12, 2015, 10:56 pm

I think I can speak for many of us when I say that we've heard enough from Robbie and his cocky
ass attitude! You weren't banned before, but now you have been!
phertest - April 13, 2015, 2:50 pm

I'm sure this troll will be checking his thread for responses to his comments, but I was about to lay
the smackdown for his lame game... fortunately, kimosabe already took care of that
Paradox - April 13, 2015, 3:25 pm

(04-12-2015 5:56 PM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;I think I can speak for many of us when I say
that we've heard enough from Robbie and his cocky ass attitude! You weren't banned before, but
now you have been!
Well this situation kind of reminds me of the quote: "I do not agree with what you have to say, but I'll
defend to the death your right to say it."---Voltaire
Just because the pheromones that Robbie is using are not living up to the board hype does this
make Robbie a bad poster?
If a non-christian comes to a christian forum doesn't he do the same thing? He will question the
faith.
I have not read all of Robbie's writings but he makes some good points. His main point is that
posters over hype the effectiveness of products here. Is this true or not?
In any case there is a correct way to present your case however unpopular your opinion may be.
Apparently Robbie lacked the communication skills necessary to do so.
On the title bar of this forum it says: "Independent and Uncensored Pheromone Forum" does it not?
As this forum grows it will get more "Robbies" it's just inevitable. Do you really want a site full of
fanboys?
Pheromones work and that is that. Yes, I know that pheromones work but does LIIK really get guys
laid? Is Grail of Affection getting guys laid? Is SDX-9 getting guys blowjobs (as claimed by testers)?
is someone allowed to say that these products don't work for them?
As usual Mark, you are doing what you see fit to insure the harmony of this site. I never admire the
job of the forum Administrator. It is just a hard, thankless job and there is no pay involved.
Blacky Chan - April 13, 2015, 3:45 pm

No, Robbie was a terrible poster. Go read all his posts. He claimed to have ten years experience
but wanted to sit in a corner and let the mones do all the work. He had no game, but ridiculed other
poster for using game and PUA techniques. He could never answer a question just deflection and
attacks.
Paradox - April 13, 2015, 4:09 pm

(04-13-2015 10:45 AM)Blacky Chan Wrote: &nbsp;No, Robbie was a terrible poster. Go read all his
posts. He claimed to have ten years experience but wanted to sit in a corner and let the mones do
all the work. He had no game, but ridiculed other poster for using game and PUA techniques. He
could never answer a question just deflection and attacks.

Yes, every forum has people like this especially the PUA forum that I used to Moderate.
Regular guys would come on and rail against the techniques of top PUA's. Who would go home
with the girl? The PUA.
PUA's wearing black nail polish. You say ridiculous, I say attention getter. I say set opener.
I did not ban every stubborn, ignorant A-hole who came to the PUA forum.
Some people don't know how to communicate. Some people don't know how to learn from others.
Robbie overstepped the Administrators bounds and he's gone for that.
You can critique products here but at this time you have to do so with some tact.
mark-in-dallas - April 13, 2015, 7:34 pm

Paradox, I was going to quote you and reply to your questions, but Blacky pretty well hit the nail on
the head. Robbie was clueless and confrontational. I don't want a bunch of fanboys here, but don't
want a bunch of troublemakers just looking to stir up problems either.
Free1 - April 13, 2015, 9:08 pm

I do not post much on here because quite frankly, I don't have much to report.
Please don't flame me for speaking my mind.
I can kind of relate to what Robbie was saying.
First off a little history on me.
I am an old school mone user. What that means is i used a product in the early 90's that was
fantastic. it doesn't matter what it was because they are out of business. The difference between me
and Robbie is, i know that pheromones can work.
Fast forward to the internet age and I am into this mone game for well over &#36;500 without much
to speak of. I have used a lot of the main steam mones. I am not saying I have not seen results, just
nothing, nothing like in the past.
I think Robbie is expecting results like the older mones like the old MAG.
just my thoughts
Partial list of my stash
NNPA
evolve
cohesion
Wolf
nude alpha
Chikara
Core
lots of SpellboudRx
primal instinct/ at least 20 yrs old
Attractant 10/ at least 20 yrs old
kimosabe - April 14, 2015, 1:23 am

(04-13-2015 10:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Well this situation kind of reminds me of the quote: "I
do not agree with what you have to say, but I'll defend to the death your right to say it."---Voltaire

That was Evelyn Beatrice Hall, but I'm just being pedantic - bordering on pontificating - here.
(04-13-2015 10:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Just because the pheromones that Robbie is using
are not living up to the board hype does this make Robbie a bad poster?
Of course it doesn't... read on.
(04-13-2015 10:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;If a non-christian comes to a christian forum doesn't
he do the same thing? He will question the faith.
There is nothing wrong with questioning. The issue is HOW one does it.
Here's a prime example - back in the day, women were forced to stay home and make babies.
When a woman would dare to step out of line, she was beaten back into submission.
With that in view, look at the feminist movement today. Feminists are doing to men today EXACTLY
what male chauvinists were doing to women yesterday.
Does this bring about equal rights for women? HELL NO!
It simply breeds resentment and contempt for the feminists and their movement in the same way
women became resentful and contemptuous of male chauvinists back in those days.
Clearly, an eye for an eye doesn't work.
(04-13-2015 10:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;I have not read all of Robbie's writings but he makes
some good points. His main point is that posters over hype the effectiveness of products here. Is
this true or not?
In any case there is a correct way to present your case however unpopular your opinion may be.
Apparently Robbie lacked the communication skills necessary to do so.
I agree that he made some good points. However, from the get-go, he came on here not willing to
listen to anyone else but himself. He even went as far as to poo-poo others' ideas until, by his own
admission in the other thread, he started seeing some results with L2K v2.
To any causal bystander, I HaZ BeAn Robbed's motive was pretty clear from the outset - to
disprove, AT ALL COST, that mones work, particularly the ones being talked about on this forum.
(04-13-2015 10:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;On the title bar of this forum it says: "Independent
and Uncensored Pheromone Forum" does it not?
Yes it does. However, that does not give one carte blanche to come in here and piss others off
willy-nilly. You don't do that in someone else's house, no matter how much you disagree with them.
Had I HaZ BeAn Robbed come in here and stated his intentions WITHOUT all the cocky-ass
attitude he dragged in here, you can bet your last dollar that many, if not most of us would be much
more welcoming of his testing. Heck, we would have even contributed ideas more frequently (which
some of us did, only to be ignored.)
(04-13-2015 10:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;As this forum grows it will get more "Robbies" it's
just inevitable. Do you really want a site full of fanboys?
We don't want fanboys in the same way we don't want "Robbies." Saying we must have more
"Robbies" to reduce/eliminate fanboyism is simpleton-spewed foolishness.
(04-13-2015 10:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Pheromones work and that is that. Yes, I know that
pheromones work but does LIIK really get guys laid? Is Grail of Affection getting guys laid? Is SDX-9

getting guys blowjobs (as claimed by testers)? is someone allowed to say that these products don't
work for them?
So when someone reports positive test results for these products, that's fanboyism? In that vein,
can others raise the BS flags with products that work fantastically for you?
C'mon Paradox, you know better than that.
(04-13-2015 10:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;As usual Mark, you are doing what you see fit to
insure the harmony of this site. I never admire the job of the forum Administrator. It is just a hard,
thankless job and there is no pay involved.
x1,000,000,000,000,000,000, ..., 000
kimosabe - April 14, 2015, 1:27 am

(04-13-2015 4:08 PM)Free1 Wrote: &nbsp;I do not post much on here because quite frankly, I don't
have much to report.
Please don't flame me for speaking my mind.
I can kind of relate to what Robbie was saying.
First off a little history on me.
I am an old school mone user. What that means is i used a product in the early 90's that was
fantastic. it doesn't matter what it was because they are out of business. The difference between me
and Robbie is, i know that pheromones can work.
Fast forward to the internet age and I am into this mone game for well over &#36;500 without much
to speak of. I have used a lot of the main steam mones. I am not saying I have not seen results, just
nothing, nothing like in the past.
I think Robbie is expecting results like the older mones like the old MAG.
just my thoughts
Partial list of my stash
NNPA
evolve
cohesion
Wolf
nude alpha
Chikara
Core
lots of SpellboudRx
primal instinct/ at least 20 yrs old
Attractant 10/ at least 20 yrs old
See, there's the thing! Look at the way you've presented your case - it is polite, tactful, and
informative. It is diametrically opposite the BS I HaZ BeAn Robbed brought on here.
From your list, I'd like to pick out some products and comment on them:
NNPA - never tried the new version, still on the old one, it has lost its kick somewhat since it is 6
years old but it is a consistent product from experience.
Wolf - consistent product as well, great mood uplifter, needs a dash of none to up alphaness for

me.
Chikara - very hit and miss, never re-purchased. However, I did land a gf while wearing it, although
I wouldn't fully attribute it to mone effects of Chikara.
Core - consistent socio-sexual, I usually use this in combo with other mones. By itself, it is only
okay, but in combo with other mones, it shines.
I'm curious as to whether you've tried any products from the newer companies such as Pheromone
Treasures. I was pleasantly surprised as to how blatant effects are with PTres' products, and how
consistent these effects are with repeated apps over different days.
I'm sure there are some who are ready to label me a fanboy of PTres. That's fine. I did receive free
products as one of their inaugural testers, and that is out there for everyone to see. However,
because of the above stated reason, I keep mentioning them and their products. In my books,
PTres' products I've used/am using are solid and consistent hitters.
mark-in-dallas - April 14, 2015, 3:00 am

(04-13-2015 8:23 PM)kimosabe Wrote: &nbsp;I agree that he made some good points. However,
from the get-go, he came on here not willing to listen to anyone else but himself. He even went as
far as to poo-poo others' ideas until, by his own admission in the other thread, he started seeing
some results with L2K v2.
And that was what I noticed as well! That and the all or nothing attitude of pheromones either work
the same for everybody, or they don't work for anybody!
I kept my initial reply short and sweet, because I knew that the majority of members who had
followed Robbie's rantings probably agreed with me, and I didn't feel the need to justify myself to
terribly much.
But, goddammit I'm sick of having the uncensored tag line thrown back in my faced by a very few
select members at any opportunity that presents itself!!! Walk into a movie theater and yell FIRE!
and see how far your first amendment free speech rights get you!!! Openly state that you're going to
kill somebody and see if you don't get your ass arrested and prosecuted!
Uncensored comes with the expectation of decency! And at least every PUA forum that I've come
across was run with an iron fist and heavily censored. Yeah, we've had a few few members that
ended up getting banned here and there, and could count all of them in the 5 1/2 years that this
forum has existed on my fingers, but I HAVE NEVER DELETED OR EDITED A POST THAT WAS
NOT OUTRIGHT SPAM! Can the same be said for any PUA forum?
islandguy - April 14, 2015, 3:44 am

How I look at it most or all pheromone companys have a return policy so if a product don't work
return it! For me I personally love honesty from members in here cause it helps me and other
newbie learn and I'm not new to pheromone I've try so many products out there some worked some
didn't. I gave up on pheromone thinking they was a waste of money until I came up on this forum .
and boy was I blown away by the amazing info and knowledge that was shared ; ive became a
believer and and and phero changed my life . do I need pheromone to get a girl? No but I love the
effects it have on them and my self I can get hugs out nowhere , attention and free stuff oh and sex!
So all the bashing and name calling not helping much. Yes be honest it didn't work for me then
return but most of all live, love test and report lol people are watching and learning some slow some
fast. I think I'm addicted to pheromones its a must have! PS I'm not attacking anybody just plugging
in my five cents

Blacky Chan - April 14, 2015, 3:45 am

If you've been on the pheromone forums for any amount of time, you've seen Robbie before. They
were common on Ptalk all the time. They all came in exactly the same, they all claimed to be
experts, great game, mone pro's and high status. They never listened to anyone and in the end
they all came back claiming Pheromones didn't work. I saw his first post and knew exactly how it
was going to end.
greengrenade - April 14, 2015, 5:18 am

Robbie is a dumbfounded troll. No Hes never made any points, only lousy excuses. He doesnt take
pheromone to a grain of salt.
Pheromone is an amazing discovery in my book. Humans naturally don't realize that subtle system.
Each person has their own natural mone signature. Its amazing how you can adjust your signature;
status, social, sexual, or even fear to take the next level or meet your need.
One of the funny moments, while I'm just a regular looking guy, I wore 3 drops of BW, went to LA
fitness to find out the membership quote, and met this sale representative who was a huge muscular
guy. He looked fear, not the best eye contact he can give me. But he gave me a decent deal on
membership. As I wondered why he was not this confident or calm, possibly because he also had
a high none signature and extracted extra more none from me that he's never been used to, thus
raising anxiety level.
To the point, pheromone may be the fastest communication form, but humans don't use this way.
You know who uses it? The insects and other mammals.
Somehow, we have another sense that comes from pheromone.
I'm happy and addicted to this forum, coming back every 30 min to seek new posts. Learning
everyday. Can't stop! Wish the veterans would stay here.
Ricardori - April 14, 2015, 1:06 pm

does, but only a little, if any good game and good image. FORGET
faced with a good image and one with pheromones, the good image win
Paradox - April 14, 2015, 1:08 pm

(04-13-2015 4:08 PM)Free1 Wrote: &nbsp;I do not post much on here because quite frankly, I don't
have much to report.
Please don't flame me for speaking my mind.
I can kind of relate to what Robbie was saying.
First off a little history on me.
I am an old school mone user. What that means is i used a product in the early 90's that was
fantastic. it doesn't matter what it was because they are out of business. The difference between me
and Robbie is, i know that pheromones can work.
Fast forward to the internet age and I am into this mone game for well over &#36;500 without much
to speak of. I have used a lot of the main steam mones. I am not saying I have not seen results, just
nothing, nothing like in the past.
I think Robbie is expecting results like the older mones like the old MAG.
just my thoughts
Partial list of my stash

NNPA
evolve
cohesion
Wolf
nude alpha
Chikara
Core
lots of SpellboudRx
primal instinct/ at least 20 yrs old
Attractant 10/ at least 20 yrs old
You have said what Robbie could not properly express. How your back story parallels my own is
uncanny.
I used Lure with great success but the bottles were inconsistent. One bottle would work great the
next bottle would not work at all. The working bottles were like gold to me and got me laid with little
or no effort on many occasions.
The store that sold Lure stopped stocking it and I took to the Net to look for more. From there I
stumbled on to Pherotalk.
Like you I spent hundreds of dollars searching for a working consistent formula that was better than
Lure.
This is one of the reasons why I became a tester. To give unbiased, no BS reviews of pheromone
products.
There is something wrong with every product on your list. Not drastically wrong but enough wrong
that it would not be a perfect standalone. Some of the products on your list have too much
Androstenone, not enough socials, no pull, to much EST......ect.
Robbie was a poor communicator but his point was that LIIK was not working for him. Just a few
days ago we started a discussion of EST in male pheromone products (
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-I-told-you-I-smell-like-a-girl). As it turns out LIIK may have EST in it.
This would make the product useless to a man. So there goes &#36;59+ down the drain. That's
Robbie's point.
Wasted money...that's the point. Robbie said that people on here over hype non working products.
Is this true or false?
I jumped into the fray and try to tell Vendors what we are looking for in a mix for my benefit. I want
something that works. I don't have the money to invest &#36;75 in a half ass product.
Even my favorite product New Pheromone Additive is all brawn and no brains. No socials are in
New Pheromone Additive.
I will be a pheromone anarchist. I want the Vendors to change for the better. I want them to
"straighten up and fly right".
The lack of transparency bothers me.
The lack of thorough testing before release of a new product bothers me.
The use of the same 5 molecules bothers me.

The use of feminine molecules in male formulas bothers me.
The poor pheromone reports post release bothers me.
I guess in a perfect world everything would be perfect. All I'm really looking for is a good working
standalone pheromone mix at a fair price.
Paradox - April 14, 2015, 1:24 pm

(04-13-2015 10:00 PM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;Uncensored comes with the expectation of
decency! And at least every PUA forum that I've come across was run with an iron fist and heavily
censored. Yeah, we've had a few few members that ended up getting banned here and there, and
could count all of them in the 5 1/2 years that this forum has existed on my fingers, but I HAVE
NEVER DELETED OR EDITED A POST THAT WAS NOT OUTRIGHT SPAM! Can the same be
said for any PUA forum?
Rep+
Thanks Mark for all of the things that you do for the community.
There is a civilized way to get your point across. There is a civil way to have a discussion.
Not everyone is capable of a civil discussion.
Having been a Mod at a site with 70,000 members though taught me to be less thin skinned about
what people said.
Many people believe that forums are a place for free for all discussions and a place where freedom
of speech reigns. The truth of the matter is that forums have an owner and forum members must
comply with the owners rules.
Mark owns, runs and pays for this forum. We are his "guests" and must not cause disharmony in
the forum. So, thanks again Mark for providing us with this forum.
mark-in-dallas - April 14, 2015, 1:57 pm

(04-14-2015 8:24 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks Mark for all of the things that you do for the
community.
You're welcome, but more importantly thanks to all of you for making this community what it is!
(04-14-2015 8:24 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;There is a civilized way to get your point across.
There is a civil way to have a discussion.
Not everyone is capable of a civil discussion.
Exactly! I'm sure you remember not all that long ago when there was bickering and drama going on
here every other day, and there were far to many times that I dreaded logging in to the forum in the
morning to see what kind of new crap I'd have to deal with.
And, I'm also sure that you've noticed that there is very little drama these days. Personally, I like it
better without all the drama and the troublemakers. If that means having to kick somebody to the
curb every now and then that had not contributed anything worthwhile anyway, then so be it.
Is there a single person here that believes Robbie would have ever changed his tune, dropped the
attitude and started trying to get along with others?

(04-14-2015 8:24 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Having been a Mod at a site with 70,000 members
though taught me to be less thin skinned about what people said.
Many people believe that forums are a place for free for all discussions and a place where freedom
of speech reigns. The truth of the matter is that forums have an owner ad forum members must
comply with the owners rules.
Forums with that many members tend to have many mods patrolling the forums, moderating and
censoring posts and banning members, either temporarily or permanently. We do not. As I stated
earlier, I have never edited or deleted a post that wasn't blatant spam, or on the rare occasion when
I was asked to do so by the author.
I would rather continue down this path and have to kick someone to the curb every now and then,
than to allow troublemakers to remain but have to moderate posts, or allow the forum to deteriorate
into a drama filled bitchfest.
(04-14-2015 8:24 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Mark owns, runs and pays for this forum. We are his
"guests" and must not cause disharmony in the forum. So, thanks again Mark for providing us with
this forum.
It's not about ownership or who pays for what, it's about civility, community, information sharing and
getting along, and while you may view yourselves as guests, I view you as friends and appreciate all
that many of you have done to make the forum what it is today.
neon - April 14, 2015, 9:26 pm

(04-14-2015 12:18 AM)greengrenade Wrote: &nbsp;Robbie is a dumbfounded troll. No Hes never
made any points, only lousy excuses. He doesnt take pheromone to a grain of salt.
Pheromone is an amazing discovery in my book. Humans naturally don't realize that subtle system.
Each person has their own natural mone signature. Its amazing how you can adjust your signature;
status, social, sexual, or even fear to take the next level or meet your need.
One of the funny moments, while I'm just a regular looking guy, I wore 3 drops of BW, went to LA
fitness to find out the membership quote, and met this sale representative who was a huge muscular
guy. He looked fear, not the best eye contact he can give me. But he gave me a decent deal on
membership. As I wondered why he was not this confident or calm, possibly because he also had
a high none signature and extracted extra more none from me that he's never been used to, thus
raising anxiety level.
To the point, pheromone may be the fastest communication form, but humans don't use this way.
You know who uses it? The insects and other mammals.
Somehow, we have another sense that comes from pheromone.
I'm happy and addicted to this forum, coming back every 30 min to seek new posts. Learning
everyday. Can't stop! Wish the veterans would stay here.
This goes for me as well. I may not post a lot but I do enjoy visiting this site everyday and reading
about how well some mones work for some of the well experienced guys and I do my research and
if something appeals to me I will buy it and test it out for myself. The two guys this Robbie guy
pointed out to me know their stuff and I don't doubt anything they've ever written on this site and for
phertest on his site I know he's the real deal. If I didn't find his site, I wouldn't be here and I wouldn't
trust that mones do work. This is like a new hobby and I believe mones have made a good change
in my life for the year I've been using them now.
Free1 - April 14, 2015, 11:31 pm

kimosabe

I have not tried Ptres yet, but plan to at some time.
I am currently trying different colognes from the fragrance shop due to the fact I purchase most of
my stuff unscented.
Paradox
I also have an old empty bottle of Lure/ it was pretty good. The bottle I have looks nothing like the
bottle of the ones if you google it. I just found it yesterday/ don't know why I still have the empty
bottle, maybe it got spilled. It is also decades old.
The product I made reference to in my post above was called Seduction, and I think the company
was called Roundhouse labs from California.You are probably wondering, if it was so good why
didn't I order More? I did order more.
I ordered 2 more bottles, but when I picked them up from the post office I could smell that they
were broken so i sent them back unopened. I then snail mailed them (no email back then- that
should give some of you a laugh) but no reply. I then went to the bank to stop payment on the check
but nothing came of it.
So
I was out the cost of 2 bottles of Seduction plus the cost of the stop payment with nothing in return.

I should of taken the package and hoped that only 1 was broken.
Paradox - April 15, 2015, 12:34 pm

(04-14-2015 6:31 PM)Free1 Wrote: &nbsp;kimosabe
I have not tried Ptres yet, but plan to at some time.
I am currently trying different colognes from the fragrance shop due to the fact I purchase most of
my stuff unscented.
Paradox
I also have an old empty bottle of Lure/ it was pretty good. The bottle I have looks nothing like the
bottle of the ones if you google it. I just found it yesterday/ don't know why I still have the empty
bottle, maybe it got spilled. It is also decades old.
The product I made reference to in my post above was called Seduction, and I think the company
was called Roundhouse labs from California.You are probably wondering, if it was so good why
didn't I order More? I did order more.
I ordered 2 more bottles, but when I picked them up from the post office I could smell that they
were broken so i sent them back unopened. I then snail mailed them (no email back then- that
should give some of you a laugh) but no reply. I then went to the bank to stop payment on the check
but nothing came of it.
So
I was out the cost of 2 bottles of Seduction plus the cost of the stop payment with nothing in return.

I should of taken the package and hoped that only 1 was broken.
SyraBrian said this in 2006 about Seduction by Roundhouse Labs: "I don't know what Roundhouse
Labs put in that thing, but they were way ahead of their time! " (
http://www.pheromonetalk.com/archive/index.php/t-349-p-3.html)

